
50 duplicate numbered sets of
ruled 8 1/2” x 11” paper

Students get the notes right away –
in class

Visit our website: www.mayerproducts.com

Factor Carbonless into the Equation

For the student who has enough challenges in life, take
the challenge out of getting notes.  Provide Mayer
Carbonless Notebooks.  They are convenient for both
note takers and students who need assistance.

No more missing notes, messy carbons,
or waiting at copy machines

Mayer Carbonless Notebooks provide a quick, clean
and simple way to share notes. The quality of the
duplicate sheet is as good as the original, and it tears
out neatly, so notes can be handed over immediately.

You can reach us toll-free at
877-877-6543
email:  marti@mayerproducts.com

Excellent quality copy, as good as the
original and on white paper

Lays flat for easy writing since it has a
plastic spiral binding

Attached back cover flap folds between
numbered sets of carbonless paper

Perforated second sheet tears
out easily

30-day Money-Back Guarantee

Mayer Carbonless Notebooks Make Life Easier

Price includes shipping and handling.
Now accepting VISA, Master Card and
American Express.

QUANTITY                         PRICE

20 $175.00

50 $425.00

100 $825.00

200 $1600.00

500 $3875.00

1000 $7500.00

Looks and feels
like other Notebooks

Ordering is easy, too

Simply fax purchase orders to 734-207-7677,
or mail purchase orders to:

Mayer Educational Products
268 W. Pearl St.
Plymouth, MI  48170
Attn:  Marti

Your Notebooks will be shipped the next business day.



"I did my homework and I highly
recommend Mayer Carbonless Notebooks."
--  Jim Baker,   Disabilities Specialist, Duke University

"I have found the Mayer Carbonless Notebooks invaluable
for students who aren’t skilled in note taking to effortlessly
obtain notes from another student in class who has note
taking ability.  It eliminates the necessity for one student
to borrow another students notes and meets the time
limitation needs."
-- Dianna Joachim Colmen

    Assistive Technology Coordinator and Teacher Consultant

    Lenawee Intermediate School District
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